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We are pleased to announce that we have again expanded
our offering for institutional clients in Switzerland. Five new
bond funds complement our successful Credit Suisse Institutional Fund (CSIF) family. This increases the number of index
funds under this umbrella to 56. Altogether, Credit Suisse
manages CHF 74 billion in indexed portfolios.
As a leading provider of indexed portfolios in Switzerland, we
constantly work to expand and improve our offering. This
applies both to products and to portfolio management techniques.

Duration
in years

On January 18 of this year, we successfully launched the
new CSIF Switzerland Bond Index Domestic AAA-BBB
Blue Fund. Its volume is already CHF 160 million. The Fund
reflects the Swiss Bond Index (SBI) Domestic AAA-BBB with
a broadly supported optimization process. The term "Blue"
indicates a fund that, under the fund contract, is not allowed
to lend any securities.
FINMA Approves Additional Sub-funds
On March 19, 2012, FINMA approved four more bond
funds.
The new CSIF Switzerland Bond Index Foreign AAABBB Blue Fund rounds out our Swiss Franc Bond Fund
offering. The funds are based on the SBI Foreign and Domestic indexes and now allow an individual weighting of domestic and foreign issuers in a single Swiss Franc bond portfolio. In today's market, adding foreign issuers to the mix
appears especially attractive. Compared to domestic issuers,
they are distinguished by shorter duration and significantly
higher interest.

Performance
YTD in %

SBI AAA-BBB Foreign

4.7

1.62

2.03

SBI AAA-BBB Domestic

6.7

0.97

0.62

Source: Credit Suisse, as at February 28, 2012

What's New, at a Glance


Launch of CSIF Switzerland Bond Index Domestic AAABBB Blue



FINMA approval of the following sub-funds:






This newsletter informs you of innovations in our product
range and our systems.
Launch of CSIF Switzerland Bond Index Domestic
AAA-BBB Blue

Return
in %

CSIF Switzerland Bond Index Foreign AAA-BBB Blue
CSIF Bond Corporate World ex CHF Index Blue
CSIF Bond World ex CHF Fiscal Strength Index Blue
CSIF Bond EUR Fiscal Strength Index Blue



First fundamentally weighted bond indexes



Introduction of Barclays Point for portfolio management and
risk control in bond portfolios

The new CSIF Bond Corporate World ex CHF Index Blue
Fund allows individual control of the portion of corporate
bonds in a globally diversified foreign currency bond portfolio.
With the continuing sovereign debt problems in many countries, adding corporate bonds would appear sensible.
The market-weighted portion of corporate bonds in the
broadly diversified Barclays Global Aggregate Index is currently about 16%. The advantageous valuation of corporate
bonds would favor an overweight in the current low interest
environment. This is due to good corporate results, successful cost-cutting programs, low refinancing costs, and financial
easing.
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First Funds Based on Fundamentally Weighted Bond
Indexes
With the two new funds CSIF Bond World ex CHF Fiscal
Strength Index Blue and CSIF Bond EUR Fiscal Strength
Index Blue, we are expanding our offering in fundamentally
weighted government bond funds.
These indexes are distinguished by an innovative index structure. A country's index weighting does not automatically rise
with its indebtedness. Correction factors increase the
weighting of stable issuers and reduce the weighting of weak
ones. Thus, Credit Suisse offers an alternative to marketweighted indexes in the bond sector. In these new funds,
Credit Suisse emulates the Barclays Capital Fiscal Strength
Indexes, which adjust a country's weighting according to
factors such as national debt, net indebtedness and current
account balance. Limiting the factors to three ensures transparency and simplicity in the structure of the index.

New Software for Managing Bond Portfolios
On March 19, we introduced Barclays Point as the management system for all indexed bond portfolios. The new system
offers a precise risk model adjusted to the individual market
segment, customized reporting, and comprehensive performance attribution analysis. It gives investors in all indexed
bond portfolios the benefit of even better risk control and a
more precise emulation of the reference index.

Significant Benefits of Barclays Point at a Glance


Refined global risk analysis



Improved representation of various risk factors



Excellent data quality and data coverage



Expanded hedging functionalities (duration and currency)



Detailed performance attribution analysis



Fast process performance



Fast, flexible development of alternative benchmark proposals for specific client requests



Indicator comparison for alternative benchmark proposals
(including back testing and stress testing)

Source: Barclays, Credit Suisse, April 2012

Disclaimer:
This document is produced by Credit Suisse AG for reporting purposes only and for the sole use of the recipient. Unless stated to the contrary, all figures are unaudited.
This document constitutes Marketing Material and is not the result of a financial analysis or research and therefore not subject to the “Directives on the Independence of
Financial Research” (Swiss Bankers Association). The content of this document does therefore not fulfill the legal requirements for the independence of financial analyses and there is no restriction on trading prior to publication of financial research. Although the information has been obtained from and is based upon sources that Credit
Suisse AG believes to be reliable, no representation is made that the information is accurate or complete. This document is not suitable for tax purposes. In accordance
with the Bank’s General Conditions, any objections must be submitted within one month. Credit Suisse AG reserves the right to make corrections. Historical returns and
financial market scenarios are no guarantee of future performance. Information pertaining to the market value weighting, etc. of particular securities is based on market
information from the past and is subject to change at any time. Valuations contained in this report do not constitute an offer to buy or sell investment products at the
indicated valuation. Trading prices may differ from the valuation contained in this report and may in particular be subject to liquidity and/or risk discounts. For certain
investment instruments, in particular for alternative investment instruments, official net asset values may be obtained only on certain dates. In such cases this report may
refer to (internal) estimated valuations instead of official net asset values. Clients with single tariff should note that the performance data takes no account of management and administration fee. Clients with all-in fee should note that the performance data takes no account of the all-in fee. In connection with the provision of services,
Credit Suisse AG may receive fees, commissions, reimbursements, discounts or other monetary or non-monetary benefits (collectively known as “remunerations”), which
will form an additional part of Credit Suisse AG’s compensation. In receiving payments by third parties Credit Suisse AG interests may be adverse to those of its clients.
Detailed information on remunerations or potential conflicts of interests can be found in the list “Remunerations” and in the Credit Suisse AG "Summary Conflicts Policy".
Both documents and more details about these payments may be obtained upon request from your relationship manager. Discretionary mandates and/or investment
products used within the framework of these mandates (e.g. alternative instruments, structured instruments and derivatives) may involve a high degree of complexity and
risk, or may be subject to stock market fluctuations. This document will be distributed by Credit Suisse AG, Zurich, a Bank being regulated by the Swiss Financial Market
Supervisory Authority. This document is not intended for persons who, due to their nationality or place of residence, are not permitted to receive such information under
local law. Neither this document nor any copy thereof may be sent to or taken into the United States or distributed in the United States or to any US persons (within the
meaning of Regulation S under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended). The same applies in any other jurisdiction except where compliant with the applicable laws.
The product described is an umbrella fund under Swiss law of the type "other funds for traditional investments" for qualified investors pursuant to CISA, art. 10, paras. 3
and 4. This document is expressly not intended for private individuals or persons for whom access to this type of information is forbidden. The target group of investors
may also be restricted in the fund contract for specific subfunds or unit classes. The fund contract and the annual report are available free of charge from the fund
management company, Credit Suisse Funds AG, Zurich, or from the custodian bank, Credit Suisse AG, Zurich.
Copyright © 2012 Credit Suisse Group AG and/or its affiliates. All rights reserved.
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